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TAY FLAMETHROWER

Secure the hook in the vice. Tie in the thread and wind down to the

point tying in a length of Silver Oval.  Wind the Oval 4 turns backwards

to form a tag, take the wire between the 2 hooks and pull back towards

the head. Secure with the thread.  Tie in a length of Small Silver wire

and a length of flat Holo Silver, take the thread to the midpoint trapping

in everything and trim off the waste. Wind the Holo up to here forming

the rear half of the body. Rib with the wire and trim off. Tie in a Yellow

cock hackle by the tip, double it and wind 4 turns. The hackle should

reach beyond the end of the hook. Prepare a bunch of Yellow Bucktail

and tie in about twice the hook length. Tie in 2 strands of Yellow Krystal

Flash, Orange Bucktail and 2 strands of Orange Krystal Flash the same

length as the Yellow. Tie in a small bunch of Blue Bucktail. Take the

thread up to head binding everything in and trim off the waste at an

angle. Return the thread to the midpoint tying in a length of Silver wire.

Dub the thread with Orange Ice Dub and wind the thread back to the

head forming the front body. Rib it with the wire and trim off the waste.

Tie in an Orange cock hackle by the tip. Double it and wind 3 turns,

follow this with 2 turns of Blue Whiting Lacewing. Prepare a pair of

Jungle Cock eyes and tie in. Form a smooth head. Tie in a length of

fine Blue Flash leaving the thread at the eye. Apply a thin coat of

superglue to the head and wind the flash over the head. Apply

superglue to 5mm of the thread and take 2 turns to tie in the flash. Trim

off the waste. Coat the head with superglue and when dry apply a coat

of nail varnish,

Hook - Silver Double

Tag - Silver Oval

Rib - Silver Wire

Rear Body - Holo Silver

Mid Hackle - Yellow cock

Mid Wing - Yellow Bucktail

                    Yellow Krystal Flash

                    Orange Bucktail, Orange Krystal Flash, Blue Bucktail

Rib - Silver Wire

Front Body - Orange Ice Dub

Hackle - Orange cock and Blue Whiting Lacewing hen

Eyes - Jungle Cock      Head - Blue Krystal Flash




